
We know that finding ammo for the course is scare right now due to nationwide ammo 

shortages. Your local stores like Academy and others are not your best bet right now – 

unless you have an inside source when the ammo truck arrives and you are first in line it’s 

unlikely you will be able to find anything local.  

We recommend checking each of these sites daily, early in the morning as they update their 
stock.  

Best Places to Buy Ammo Online 

1. Palmetto State Armory (PSA) 

http://www.pewpewtactical.com/go/psa/ammo-home/ 

My go-to online place for buying BULK ammo is Palmetto State Armory. They will usually 

be one of the best prices for cases (1000) rounds of popular calibers…like .223/5.56, 9mm, 
and .45 ACP. 

2. LuckyGunner 

https://www.luckygunner.com/ 

My go-to place to buy ammo online is Lucky Gunner for their selection, real-time inventory, 

and fast shipping, and shipping estimator.  I’ve been a customer of theirs for a while. 

I find a lot of other retailers skimp in website tech or their shipping departments.  There 

have been too many times where the following has happened: 

• I find a great price, order, my credit card is charged, and then I get an email a couple 

days later that they are out of stock.  Now I can either wait for a backorder or get a 

refund which ties up my credit card for a week. 

• I order and it takes a week or two to ship out my order. 

• I try to see my shipping costs and I have to create a login and enter all my details 

first. 

LuckyGunner is great since they take care of the three problems above.  You get to see their 

live inventory next to each product, they have a 110% guarantee that your stuff will be 

shipped the next business day, and you can easily calculate shipping without creating a 

login. 

3. Brownells 

https://www.brownells.com/ 

Brownells is where I get most of my specialty tools and gun parts.  They also have 

unparalleled customer service, reasonable shipping, and some good ammo deals. 
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They are caught up in all the website technology which I love, so you can add all the ammo 

to your cart, input your zip code, and see the shipping.  Makes it much easier to compare 
across websites. 

They stand behind their products and I’ve found it really easy to return stuff.  However, I’m 

pretty sure you can’t return ammo for safety reasons.  But for parts and tools, they are the 
best! 

4. Cabela’s 

https://www.cabelas.com/shop/en 

Hunters and fishermen know and love their local Cabela’s and since their acquisition by 
Bass Pro, Cabela’s ammo prices have dropped even further! 

Best of all, they almost always have the best hunting ammo you can find in almost every 
caliber you can think of. 

Don’t forget to look at the Cabela’s branded gear also, everything from optics to rifle bags to 

jackets can be found with their brand name on it and so far I’ve never been disappointed 
with the quality or price! 

5. Midway USA 

https://www.midwayusa.com/handgun-ammunition/br?cid=691 

Good prices and live inventory – what more do you need right? They have great 
communication and I have typically received shipments quicker than the estimate.  

Midway USA often isn’t the very cheapest option to buy 9mm ammo, but you can buy with 

peace of mind that you’re buying from a super-well established business with a great 

reputation. 

 

Other Suggestions 

These didn’t make our regular list, but desperate times call for desperate measures and 

they might have some stuff left… 

https://www.ammunitiondepot.com/ 

https://ammo.com/ 

https://www.ammoman.com/ 
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